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The differential cross sections for the reactions9Be(10B,10B)9Be and9Be(10B,9Be)10B have been measured
at an incident energy of 100 MeV. The elastic scattering data have been used to determine the optical model
parameters for the9Be110B system at this energy. These parameters are then used in distorted-wave Born
approximation~DWBA! calculations to predict the cross sections of the9Be(10B,9Be)10B proton exchange
reaction, populating the ground and low-lying states in10B. By normalizing the theoretical DWBA proton
exchange cross sections to the experimental ones, the asymptotic normalization coefficients~ANC’s!, defining
the normalization of the tail of the10B bound state wave functions in the two-particle channel9Be1p, have
been found. The ANC for the virtual decay10B(g.s.)→9Be1p will be used in an analysis of the
10B(7Be,8B)9Be reaction to extract the ANC’s for8B→7Be1p. These ANC’s determine the normalization of
the 7Be(p,g)8B radiative capture cross section at very low energies, which is crucially important for nuclear
astrophysics.@S0556-2813~97!02109-2#

PACS number~s!: 25.70.Hi, 21.10.Jx, 24.10.Ht, 25.70.Bc
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite considerable experimental and theoret
progress in determining astrophysical nuclear reaction ra
there are still many problems to be solved, and new
proaches are highly encouraged. One such approach fol
from the peripheral character of many important astroph
cal radiative capture reactions—such as7Be1p→8B1g,
a1d→6Li1g, a1t→7Li1g, a13He→7Be1g, 8B
1p→9C1g, 12C1a→16O* 1g, and others. The overa
normalization of the astrophysicalS factor for each such
reaction may be determined from one quantity, t
asymptotic normalization coefficient~ANC! of the overlap
function of the bound state wave functions of the initial a
final particles@1,2#. The ANC’s can be found, for example
from ~i! analysis of classical nuclear reactions such as ela
scattering~by extrapolation of the experimental scatteri
phase shifts to the bound state pole in the energy plane@3,4#!
or peripheral transfer reactions whose amplitudes contain
same overlap function as the amplitude of the correspond
astrophysical radiative capture process@5,6#; ~ii ! theoretical
calculations@7#.

The concept of the ANC turns out to be very useful in t
determination of the overall normalization of astrophysi
cross sections which are difficult to measure in direct exp
ments due to very low cross sections at energies of as
physical interest. The most notorious among such react
is 7Be(p,g)8B, occurring in the thirdp-p chain of hydrogen
burning of main-sequence stars. Its reaction rate is of fun
mental importance, both for calculating the high-energy so
neutrino flux, which is of special interest for the high-ener
solar neutrino problem, and for defining the branching rat
between the differentp-p chains. At astrophysical energie
560556-2813/97/56~3!/1302~11!/$10.00
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(Ec.m.,25 keV!, the cross section for this reaction is s
small that its measurement has not been possible to dat
our work @1,2#, we have pointed out that, due to the perip
eral character of the7Be(p,g)8B reaction, the cross sectio
for this reaction or, equivalently, the astrophysical fac
S17(0) is determined solely by the ANC’s for the virtua
decay 8B→7Be1p. We also estimatedS17(0) using the
simple relation between the theoretical ANC’s for the virtu
decay 8B→7Be1p @2# andS17(0).

The intriguing situation surrounding theS17 factor—
especially after the first8B Coulomb breakup experimen
@8#, our calculations@1,2#, and anR-matrix analysis@9# have
all given a lower value forS17(0) than those used in predic
tions of the high-energy solar neutrino flux—calls for furth
experiments. The introduction of the ANC allows the use
transfer reactions to determineS17(0) by measuring its ab-
solute value at zero energy directly with no need for extra
lation. Experiments to extract the ANC’s for8B→7Be1p
using different peripheral proton transfer reactions induc
by 7Be radioactive beams have been proposed by us@5,6#.
To extract the ANC’s for8B→7Be1p, we are planning to
measure the cross sections of the proton transfer reac
10B(7Be,8B)9Be at incident7Be energies of;90 MeV.

The idea of using proton transfer reactions induced
light heavy ions at energies above the Coulomb barrier
extract ANC’s is based on their peripheral character. F
such reactions, the cross section can be parametrized in t
of the product of the square of the ANC’s corresponding
proton removal from the initial and final nuclei. Hence
find, for example, the ANC’s for8B→7Be1p from the
10B(7Be,8B)9Be reaction, we have to know the ANC for th
virtual decay10B→9Be1p. Therefore, we have started th
1302 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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cycle of experiments to determine the ANC’s f
8B→7Be1p with measurements of the elastic scatteri
10B19Be→10B19Be and of the proton transfer reactio
9Be(10B,9Be)10B. The 9Be(10B,9Be)10B reaction has been
chosen because the same ANC appears at both vertices o
elastic proton exchange amplitude~Fig. 1!. Hence no other
reaction is needed to obtain the ANC for10B→9Be1p. The
10B19Be elastic scattering data are needed to specify
optical potential parameters for the distorted-wave Born
proximation ~DWBA! analysis of the proton transfer rea
tion. The DWBA cross section for the proton transfer rea
tion is proportional to the ANC for10B(g.s.)→9Be1p to the
fourth power. This ANC can be found by normalizing th
DWBA differential cross section to the experimental one
small angles where the proton transfer mechanism is do
nant. In addition to the primary purpose of using the AN
for 10B(g.s.)→9Be1p in the measurement of the ANC’s fo
8B→7Be1p, the ANC’s for the virtual decays of the groun
and low-lying states of10B may be used to calculate th
direct part of the9Be(p,g)10B radiative capture reaction
which is quite controversial at present@10,11#.

Nucleon exchange reactions between 1p-shell heavy ions
at energies below the Coulomb barrier have previously b
used to extract ANC’s@12–14#. At low energies the elastic
scattering amplitude, peaked at forward angles, interfe
strongly with the nucleon elastic exchange amplitude, wh
is large in the backward hemisphere. This interference ca
oscillations in the angular dependence of the differen
cross section at intermediate angles. The ANC’s have b
found by fitting the calculated cross sections to the exp
mental one in this intermediate angular region. In@15#, the
proton elastic exchange cross sections for the reac
9Be(10B,9Be)10B were measured at center-of-mass energ
of 9.5 and 14.5 MeV, which exceed the Coulomb barr
(;7 MeV!. At energies slightly above the Coulomb barrie
the advantage of sub-Coulomb transfer is lost. The ang
distributions, in contrast to the sub-Coulomb exchange re
tions, have a sharp backward peak which is poorly rep
duced by the DWBA proton exchange amplitude, while t
interference between elastic scattering and elastic proton
change at intermediate angles is not so pronounced a
sub-Coulomb energies. Meanwhile, these energies are
high enough to have the pole mechanism completely do
nant at backward angles.

At energies well above the Coulomb barrier, the situat
is different. The elastic scattering and direct elastic excha
amplitudes are strongly peaked in the forward and backw
hemispheres, respectively, and both fall off sharply at in
mediate angles. Interference between the two amplitude

FIG. 1. The pole diagram describing particlea transfer.
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practically negligible, especially at backward angles. In S
III, we show that at 100 MeV, the10B19Be elastic cross
section falls by four orders of magnitude in the angular
terval uc.m.55°260° and the elastic exchange cross sect
falls by almost three orders of magnitude in the angular
gion uc.m.5180°2120°. Hence,~1! in the intermediate re-
gion both amplitudes are very small, in contrast to the lo
energy case, and~2! the influence of the elastic amplitude o
the proton exchange amplitude at backward angles is ne
gible ~the elastic exchange cross section in the angular in
val uc.m.5160°2180° exceeds the elastic cross section
eight orders of magnitude!. Furthermore, due to the stron
absorption, the pole mechanism is dominant. Thus, in Se
we find that the experimental angular distributions are v
well reproduced by DWBA calculations.

Below we outline the theoretical approach that has b
used to extract the ANC’s. Then we discuss details of
experiment, an optical model analysis of the elastic scat
ing data, and our results for the ANC’s.

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH: MODIFIED DWBA

Heavy-ion nucleon transfer reactions at energies ab
the Coulomb barrier have been utilized extensively for m
than a decade to extract spectroscopic information. A v
majority of the efforts were intended to measure spec
scopic factors. The analysis has usually been done within
framework of the DWBA. It was understood that the e
tracted spectroscopic factors, also called empirical spec
scopic factors, depend strongly on model parameter
especially on the geometric parameters of the Woods-Sa
potentials used to calculate the bound state wave functi
However, there is another important fundamental nuclear
rameter which can be extracted from heavy-ion data
which is much less model dependent than the spectrosc
factors, the asymptotic normalization coefficient. This ori
nates from the peripheral character of nucleon transfer re
tions induced by heavy ions.

Here we present the theoretical scheme for analysis
peripheral charged particle transfer reactions to extr
ANC’s within the framework of the DWBA. Consider th
reaction

X1A→Y1B, ~1!

whereX5Y1a, B5A1a, anda is the transferred particle
The DWBA approach is based on the assumptions that~i! the
simplest pole diagram, Fig. 1, describes the particlea trans-
fer mechanism, at least near the main peak in the ang
distribution; ~ii ! rescattering effects of the interacting pa
ticles in the initial and final states must be taken into a
count. The DWBA amplitude for the reaction~1! is given by

M ~Ei ,cosu!5(
Ma

^x f
~2 !I Aa

B uDVuI Ya
X x i

~1 !&. ~2!

Here,Ei is the relative kinetic energy of particlesX andA, u
is the scattering angle in the center of mass,x i

(1) andx f
(2)

are the distorted waves in the initial and final channels, a
the transition operator is

DV5VYa1VYA2Vf ~3!
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in the post form and

DV5VAa1VYA2Vi ~4!

in the prior form.Vbg5Vbg
N 1Vbg

C is the interaction potentia
between particlesb and g, equal to the sum of the nuclea
and Coulomb potentials, andVi and Vf are the optical po-
tentials in the initial and final channels. When deriving E
~2!, it was assumed thatVbg depends only on the distanc
between the centers of mass of particlesb and g and does
not depend on the coordinates of the constituent nucle
For surface reactions, the part of the transition opera
VYA2Vi (VYA2Vf) can be approximated by the Coulom
part VYA

C 2Vi
C (VYA

C 2Vf
C). The sum in Eq.~2! is taken over

the spin projectionsMa of the transferred particlea. The
overlap functionI of the bound state wave functions of pa
ticles a, b, and g, where a5(bg) is the bound state o
particlesb andg, is given by

I bg
a ~rbg!5^wb~zb!wg~zg!uwa~zb ,zg ;rbg!&

5 (
l aml a

j amj a

^JbMb j amj a
uJaMa&

3^JgMgl aml a
u j amj a

& i l aYl aml a
~ r̂bg!I bg l a j a

a ~r bg!,

~5!

where for each nucleusw is the bound state wave function,z
are a set of internal coordinates including spin-isospin v
ables,J andM are the spin and spin projection. Alsorbg is
the relative coordinate of the center of mass of nucleib and
g, r̂5r /r , j a ,mj a

are the total angular momentum of partic

g and its projection in the nucleusa5(bg), l a ,ml a
are the

orbital angular momentum of the relative motion of partic
b and g in the bound statea5(bg) and its projection,
^ j 1m1 j 2m2u j 3m3& is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficien
Yl ama

( r̂bg) is a spherical harmonic, andI bg l a j a
a (r bg) is the

radial overlap function. The antisymmetrization factor due
identical nucleons has been absorbed in the radial ove
function. The summation overl a and j a is carried out over
the values allowed by angular momentum and parity con
vation in the virtual processa→b1g. Usually the radial
overlap function is approximated by a model wave funct
of the bound statea5(bg) as

I bg l a j a
a ~r bg!5Sbg l a j a

1/2 wna l a j a
~r bg!. ~6!

Here wna l a j a
(r bg) is the bound state wave function of th

relative motion ofb andg andSbg l a j a
is the spectroscopic

factor of the configuration (bg) with quantum numbers
l a , j a in nucleusa.

The cross section in the conventional DWBA is para
etrized in terms of the product of the spectroscopic factor
the initial and final nuclei and can be written in the form@16#

ds

dV
5 (

j Bj X

SAalBj B
SYalXj X

s l Bj Bl Xj X

DW , ~7!
.

s.
r

i-

o
ap

r-

-
f

wheres l Bj Bl Xj X

DW is the reduced DWBA cross section. For sim

plicity, we assumed that only one value ofl contributes to
the reaction at each vertex. Sinces l Bj Bl Xj X

DW depend on the

optical potential parameters and the geometric paramete
the Woods-Saxon potentials used to calculate the bo
states, the extracted values of the phenomenological spe
scopic factors are also model dependent. The paramete
the optical potentials are usually fixed by analysis of elas
scattering data. It is well known that the results of such
analysis are ambiguous~see Sec. IV!. But if the reaction is
peripheral, the influence of the ambiguity of the optic
model parameters on the value of the phenomenolog
spectroscopic factors is not very significant. The largest
certainty in the absolute value of the spectroscopic fac
arises from the strong dependence of the calculated DW
cross sections l Bj Bl Xj X

DW on the geometric parametersr 0 ,a of

the bound state Woods-Saxon potentials used to determ
the single-particle orbitals, which cannot be determined
ambigously from experimental data.

The normalization of the DWBA cross section in terms
spectroscopic factors has another problem, especially m
fested for surface reactions. The spectroscopic factor is
fined mainly by the behavior of the overlap function in th
nuclear interior, while the dominant contribution to perip
eral reactions comes from the surface and outer region
nuclei. Hence the parametrization of the DWBA cross s
tion in terms of spectroscopic factors is not justified for p
ripheral reactions. There exists, however, another mo
independent and important piece of information about
overlap functions which is, in fact, contained in the expe
mental data and which can be used in the DWBA calcu
tions. This is the asymptotic normalization coefficie
Cbg l a j a

a defining the amplitude of the tail of the radial ove

lap functionI bg l a j a
a (r bg) @17,2#:

I bg l a j a
a ~r bg! →

r bg.RN

Cbg l a j a
a

W2ha ,l a11/2~2kbgr bg!

r bg
, ~8!

whereRN is the nuclear interaction radius betweenb andg,
W2ha ,l a11/2(2kbgr bg) is the Whittaker function describing
the asymptotic behavior of the bound state wave function
two charged particles,kbg5A2mbg«bg is the wave number
of the bound statea5(bg), mbg is the reduced mass o
particlesb and g, andha5ZbZgmbg /kbg is the Coulomb
parameter of the bound state (bg). The ANC Cbg l a j a

a is

related to the nuclear vertex constant~NVC! Gbg l a j a
a by

@17,18#

Gbg l a j a
a 52eip[ ~ l a1ha!/2]

Ap

ma
Cbg l a j a

a . ~9!

Note that we use the system of units with\5c51. Taking
into account the asymptotic behavior of the bound state w
function

wna l a j a
~r bg! →

r bg.RN

bbg l a j a

W2ha ,l a11/2
~2kbgr bg!

r bg
,

~10!
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wherebbg l a j a
is the single-particle ANC defining the ampl

tude of the tail of the bound state wave function at larger bg ,
we easily derive from Eqs.~6!, ~8!, and~10!

~Cbg l a j a
a !25Sbg l a j a

bbg l a j a
2 . ~11!

Condition ~11! introduces into the DWBA analysis add
tional physical information which is extremely important f
two reasons. First, as we will see, Eq.~11! guarantees the
correct absolute normalization of the peripheral DWBA a
plitudes which give the dominant contribution to the cro
section at small angles. Second, condition~11! allows one to
significantly decrease the dependence of the calcul
DWBA cross section on the geometric parametersr 0 ,a of
the bound state Woods-Saxon potentials. For a periph
reaction with fixed optical potential parameters in the init
and final channels, the ANC’s may be taken as the o
fitting parameters. For example, suppose the reaction
purely peripheral and only single values ofj X and j B are
allowed. In the traditional approach, the product of the sp
troscopic factors is extracted by normalizing the DWB
cross section, Eq.~7!, to the experimental one. Sinc
s l Bj Bl Xj X

DW is very sensitive to the adopted values of the g

metric parameters of the Woods-Saxon potentials for the
bound statesX5Y1a andB5A1a, the extracted value o
SAalBj B

SYalXj X
is strongly dependent on the assumed geo

etry of the bound state potentials. By contrast, we c
modify the conventional DWBA analysis to take into a
count the additional condition~11! fixing the correct normal-
ization of the peripheral part of the cross section. Using~11!
we can rewrite~7! as

ds

dV
5 (

j Bj X

~CAalBj B

B !2

bAalBj B

2

~CYalXj X

X !2

bYalXj X

2
s l Bj Bl Xj X

DW . ~12!

For peripheral reactions, onlyr Ya.RX andr Aa.RB contrib-
ute to the DWBA radial integrals, i.e.,s l Bj Bl Xj X

DW should be

practically insensitive to the variation of the cutoff radii
Rcut,RX in the initial channel and atRcut,RB in the final
channel. Hence, each of the bound state wave functions
tering the expression fors l Bj Bl Xj X

DW can be approximated by it

asymptotic form. The dependence on the geometry of
bound state potentials appears only through the produc
the single-particle ANC’s,bAalBj B

bYalXj X
, allowing us to

write

ds

dV
5 (

j Bj X

~CAalBj B

B !2~CYalXj X

X !2Rl Bj Bl Xj X
, ~13!

where

Rl Bj Bl Xj X
5

s l Bj Bl Xj X

DW

bAalBj B

2 bYalXj X

2
~14!

is nearly independent ofbAalBj B
andbYalXj X

. Thus the intro-
duction of condition~11! into the standard DWBA analysi
guarantees the correct absolute normalization of the per
eral reaction cross section; it is actually parametrized
-
s

ed

ral
l
ly
is

c-

-

o

-
n

n-

e
of

h-
n

terms of the product of the square of the ANC’s of the init
and final nuclei (CAalBj B

B )2(CYalXj X

X )2, rather than spectro

scopic factors. Furthermore, in this form, it is insensitive
the assumed geometries of the bound state potentials.

The independence of the DWBA cross section on the v
ues of the single-particle ANC’sbAalBj B

and bYalXj X
for

purely peripheral reactions opens another possibility to ch
the peripheral character of the reaction under considerat
For a peripheral reaction, the cross section~13! will depend,
at most, weakly on the geometry of the bound state Woo
Saxon potentials.

III. THE EXPERIMENT

The elastic scattering and transfer reaction measurem
were carried out at the Texas A&M University K500 supe
conducting cyclotron facility. The multipole-dipole
multipole ~MDM ! magnetic spectrometer, formerly at Ox
ford @19#, was used to analyze the reaction products. T
10B12 beam atE5100 MeV was prepared using the new
installed beam analysis system@20#, which allows for the
control of the energy and angular spread of the beam. S
supported9Be targets, between 2002300mg/cm2 thick, ob-
tained by evaporation, were placed perpendicular to
beam in the sliding-seal target chamber of the MDM. T
magnetic field of the spectrometer was set to transport ei
10B15 ions, to measure elastic scattering, or9Be14, to mea-
sure the proton transfer reaction, to its focal plane, where
particles were observed in the modified Oxford detector@21#.
There, the position of the particles along the dispersivex
direction was measured with resistive wires at four differe
depths within the detector, separated by about 16 cm e
For particle identification we used the specific energy lo
measured in the ionization chamber and the residual en
measured in a NE102A plastic scintillator located in air, ju
behind the exit window of the detector. The entrance and
windows of the detector were made of 1.8 and 7.2 mg/c2

thick Kapton foils, respectively. The ionization chamber w
filled with pure isobutane at a pressure of 30 Torr. The en
horizontal acceptance of the spectometerDu562° and a
restricted vertical openingDf560.5° were used in this
measurement. Raytracing was used to reconstruct the sca
ing angle in the analysis of the data. For this purpose
addition to RAYTRACE calculations@22#, angle calibration
data were obtained at several angles by using an angle m
consisting of five openings ofDu560.05°, centered a
21.6°, 20.8°, 0°,10.8°, and11.6° relative to the centra
angle of the spectrometer. By moving the spectrometer fr
u lab523° ~past 0°) to 28° we covered the angular ran
uc.m.50°256° for the proton exchange reaction. Elas
scattering data were obtained for the angular reg
uc.m.58°264°. Typically we rotated the spectrometer by 2
at a time, allowing for an angle overlap that provided a se
consistency check of the data at all angles. Normalization
the data was done using current integration in a Faraday

When increasing the angle of the spectrometer, the fo
plane migrates from the back toward the front of the det
tor. Focal plane reconstruction was done at each angle u
the position measured with the wire nearest to the focal pl
and using the detector angle calculated from the positi
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1306 56A. M. MUKHAMEDZHANOV et al.
measured at all four wires. As an additional constraint on
data, a gate was set on the difference between the det
angles found from two different pairs of wires. Finally, th
scattering angle and the position at the focal plane were
termined from the raw data by raytracing each event. T
angular range of 4° covered by the acceptance slit was
vided into eight bins, resulting in eight points in the angu
distribution being measured simultaneously.

The measurements with the angle mask showed that
scattering angle resolution in the laboratory frame was 0.
full width at half maximum~FWHM!. This includes a con-
tribution from the angular spread of the beam of about 0
FWHM. The energy resolution obtained in both reactio
was;150 keV FWHM at forward angles. It degraded as w
advanced to larger angles, due to the large kinematic fac
k5(1/p)dp/du coupled with the finite angular spread in th
beam. In the proton exchange reaction, peaks correspon
to the elastic proton transfer channel and to the inela
transfer to the first four excited states of10B can be identi-
fied, as seen in Fig. 2. Only the transitions to the ground s
and the first three excited states were observed with adeq
statistics over the whole angle range to obtain good ang
distributions.

During the experiment, particular emphasis was placed
obtaining accurate absolute values for the cross sections
careful evaluation of the normalization of the elastic scat
ing. In addition to statistical errors which were very small
forward angles and increased to about 5% at larger ang
we found from our consistency checks that a 3% uncerta
must be included to account for procedural uncertaint
such as the central angle reading, the angle binning,
charge collection accuracy. Very small amounts of hea
impurities in the Be target, most likely Ta from the prepa
tion of the target, along with Ca, O, and C, dominate
elastic scattering at very small angles~below u lab54°) and
prevented us from using a straightforward normalization
the elastic scattering on9Be to Rutherford scattering. Two
other independent approaches were used instead to obta
absolute normalization of the cross sections. In the first,
carried out measurements to determine target thicknesse
charge collection efficiencies in the Faraday cup by usin
gold target of about 200mg/cm2 thickness at a central angl
of 6°, where elastic scattering on gold is purely Rutherfo
at this energy. Target thicknesses were determined from
measured energy loss of the10B beam in the9Be target and

FIG. 2. Spectrum from the proton transfer reacti
9Be(10B,9Be)10B at E5100 MeV, taken atu lab54°. The excitation
energies in10B, in MeV, are marked on the peaks.
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of both 10B and 9Be in the Au target, using the MDM spec
trometer. Specific energy losses in Au and Be targets w
calculated using the codeTRIM @23#. A 9% accuracy was
assigned to the absolute values of the cross sections d
mined with this normalization, due mostly to the precision
determining the thickness of the Au target. The second
proach consisted of a comparison of the elastic scatte
data at the most forward angles with calculations of opti
model fitting programs. It is based on the observation t
heavy-ion elastic scattering angular distributions at forw
angles are less sensitive to the precise shape and magn
of the nuclear part of the potential. Using only the data
very forward angles~the first nine points! in a x2 minimiza-
tion procedure, we determined an overall normalization c
stant with a relative uncertainty of 9%, based upon
changes in thex2 values when the normalization varies. Th
normalization found coincides with the first one within 2%
Combining the results of these two independent determ
tions, we conclude that we have an overall normalizat
accuracy of 7% for the absolute values of the cross sect
for both the 9Be(10B,10B)9Be elastic scattering data and th
9Be(10B,9Be)10B proton transfer data.

Measuring9Be nuclei at forward angles is kinematical
equivalent with measuring the elastic scattering of10B in the
backward hemisphere, provided that no energy is lost in
nuclear process. Therefore we plot in Fig. 3 the cross sec
for elastic scattering of10B on 9Be, using the data from the
detection of10B in the forward hemisphere and the data fro
the detection of the ‘‘recoiling’’9Be nuclei at complemen
tary forward angles in the backward hemisphere. The ris
the cross section at backward angles shows clearly tha
have a contributing mechanism that is different from pote
tial scattering and can only be explained by the transfer
one proton between the target and projectile. It is clear t
the elastic scattering and elastic transfer cross sections
dominant in completely different angular ranges with neg
gible interference.

FIG. 3. The angular distribution for elastic scattering of 1
MeV 10B on 9Be is shown over the whole angular rang
uc.m.50°2180°. The data at forward angles were obtained by m
suring the elastically scattered10B nuclei. Those at backward
angles were obtained by measuring the ‘‘recoiling’’9Be nuclei at
the complementary forward angles. The dashed line is the Rut
ford scattering differential cross section. The solid line is merely
guide the eye.
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56 1307ASYMPTOTIC NORMALIZATION COEFFICIENTS FOR . . .
The 9Be(10B,10B)9Be elastic scattering angular distribu
tion ~the forward angles in Fig. 3! is shown in Fig. 4. The
angular distribution measured for the elastic exchange r
tion ~the backward angles in Fig. 3! is plotted in Fig. 5. The
angular distributions for the inelastic proton transfer to
first excited state of 10B—Jp511, T50, E* 50.718
MeV—is shown in Fig. 6, that for the second excited state
Jp501, T51, E* 51.740 MeV—is shown in Fig. 7, and
that for the third excited state—Jp511, T50, E* 52.154
MeV—is shown in Fig. 8. The curves represent DWBA fi
and will be discussed in Secs. IV and V.

IV. EXTRACTION OF OPTICAL MODEL PARAMETERS

The elastic scattering data have been fit using the c
OPTIMINIX @24# in a standard optical model analysis usi
Woods-Saxon volume form factors with the usual notatio

U~r !52@V fV~r !1 iW fW~r !#, ~15!

FIG. 4. The fits of the elastic scattering cross section of 1
MeV 10B on 9Be in the forward hemisphere. The solid, dashed, a
dotted curves are the calculations for optical potentials 1, 2, an
~Table I!, respectively.

FIG. 5. The experimental and calculated angular distributi
for the reaction9Be(10B,9Be)10B~g.s.!. The points are experimenta
data; the solid line is the DWBA fit made with optical potential
The individual contributions ofl tr50,1,2 are presented by dashe
dotted, and dashed-dotted lines, respectively. Optical potenti
gives the same fitted result.
c-

e

e

:

where

f x~r !5F11expS r 2r x~A1
1/31A2

1/3!

ax
D G21

~16!

andx5V,W stands for the real and imaginary~volume! parts
of the potentials, respectively. Only the central compone
have been included in the optical potential, since vector
higher rank tensor spin-orbit couplings were found to ha
little or no influence on the cross sections.

The fits of the elastic scattering data in the forward hem
sphere using three different optical parameter sets are sh
in Fig. 4. The three sets of optical potential parameters
given in Table I.JV andJW in Table I are the volume inte
grals for the real and imaginary parts of the potentials andsR
is the total reaction cross section. The parameters were
tained by griding the initial depth of the real potential
small steps in the range from 50 to 250 MeV, in order
identify the local minima, and then searching for minima

0
d
3

s

2

FIG. 6. The experimental and calculated angular distributio
for the reaction9Be(10B,9Be)10B~0.718 MeV!. The points are ex-
perimental data; the solid line is the DWBA fit. The dashed line
the j X53/2→ j B53/2 component of the DWBA cross section; th
dash-dotted line is thej X53/2→ j B51/2 component. The calcula
tions have been done with optical potential 1.

FIG. 7. The experimental and calculated angular distributio
for the reaction9Be(10B,9Be)10B~1.740 MeV!. The points are ex-
perimental data; the solid line is the DWBA calculation made w
optical potential 1.
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1308 56A. M. MUKHAMEDZHANOV et al.
all parameters with no constraints. Three families of pot
tials were found using this technique. A characteristic ju
of 70 MeV fm3 in the volume integral of the real part of th
optical potential serves to identify these potentials as disc
members of a sequence of potentials which give nearly c
parable descriptions of the data. The members of each fa
of potentials are connected by the well-known continuo
Igo ambiguityVexp(RV /aV)5C @25#.

The absorption is seen to be independent of the stre
and shape of the real part of the optical potential and, a
consequence, the reaction cross section is constant alon
sequence. Potential number 3 has a real volume integra
.500 MeV fm3, which suggests that intermediate memb
of the sequence were missed in the analysis, most prob
due to the unconstrained searching procedure. Fits using
codesPTOLEMY @26# andECIS @27# gave similar results.

From the general trend of the data, it appears that po
tial 1, which has the smallestx2, provides the most realistic
description of the scattering, and potential 3 can be rejec
In the angular range covered, the prediction of potential 2
the elastic scattering differs from that of potential 1 primar
in the depths of its minima. We also note that it was fou
earlier that the typical optical potentials needed to desc
transfer data in reactions involvingp-shell nuclei at energies
above 80 MeV have depths of the real potential well in

FIG. 8. The experimental and calculated angular distributi
for the reaction9Be(10B,9Be)10B~2.154 MeV!. The points are ex-
perimental data; the solid line is the DWBA fit. The dashed line
the j X53/2→ j B53/2 component of the DWBA cross section; th
dashed-dotted line is thej X53/2→ j B51/2 component. The calcu
lations have been done with optical potential 1.
-
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range ofV.502100 MeV @16#. This would exclude poten-
tial 3 as far too deep. While our elastic scattering data ten
prefer potential 1, we have chosen to use both potentia
and 2 in the extraction of ANC’s in the next section in ord
to evaluate our sensitivity to the optical model parameter

In addition to the phenomenological optical potential
the Woods-Saxon form, we have found a microscopic opt
potential from the double folding procedure using theM3Y
effectiveNN interaction@28#. We fit this potential with the
Woods-Saxon shape at distancesr .4.5 fm which is the re-
gion that provides the overwhelming contribution to the p
ton transfer reaction9Be(10B,9Be)10B at forward angles~see
next section!. The Woods-Saxon form that fits the micro
scopic folding potential has a depth of the real part of 4
MeV and gives a DWBA cross section which nearly coi
cides with the cross section calculated for optical potentia

V. ANALYSIS OF THE PROTON EXCHANGE DATA

The process used to extract angular distributions for
proton exchange reactions was described above. The ana
of the proton exchange data has been done using
PTOLEMY @26# and LOLA @29# DWBA codes. Both gave the
same results. The calculations have been done with the
transition operator given by Eq.~3!. ~Post and prior forms
are identical.! Since in the reaction9Be(10B,9Be)10B the ini-
tial and final nuclei are the same, the same optical poten
describes the scattering of particles in the entrance and
channels. We performed the calculations with two differe
sets of optical potentials, as noted above. The results f
the calculations are plotted with the data. The angular dis
butions measured for the elastic proton exchange reac
and for the inelastic proton transfer to the first three exci
states of10B are plotted in Figs. 5 to 8, respectively.

The test of the peripheral character of th
9Be(10B,9Be)10B~g.s.! reaction has been made in two way
~i! by changing the cutoff radius~lower limit in the radial
integration over the distance between the colliding particle!;
~ii ! by changing the geometric parametersr 0 and a of the
bound state Woods-Saxon potentials, and hence the sin
particle ANC’s b, and calculating the dependence of theR
function onb.

The basic calculations have been done with the Woo
Saxon potential for the bound states with geometric para
etersr 051.2 fm,a50.6 fm, and the Thomas spin-orbit term
However, due to the peripheral character of the reacti
under consideration, the results are only weakly depend
on the geometry of the bound state Woods-Saxon potent

s

of the

ntial,
radius
TABLE I. The parameters of the Woods-Saxon optical model potentials extracted from the analysis
elastic scattering data for10B ~100 MeV!19Be. We use standard notations:V andW are the depths of the
real and imaginary~volume! potentials,r V ,aV are the radius and diffuseness parameters of the real pote
and r W ,aW are the radius and diffuseness parameters of the imaginary potential. The Coulomb
parameter isr C51.0 fm for all potentials.

Pot. V W r V r W aV aW x2 sR JV JW

@MeV# @MeV# @fm# @fm# @fm# @fm# @mb# @MeVfm3# @MeV fm3#

1 64.2 30.1 0.78 0.99 0.99 0.75 19.8 1318 206 136
2 131.2 29.7 0.67 0.95 0.90 0.86 45.4 1411 276 131
3 203.2 24.7 0.81 1.04 0.60 0.83 61.8 1428 499 133
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For the ground state transition, the proton binding ene
in the initial and final10B nuclei is 6.587 MeV. The angula
momenta associated with the two channels are@30#
JX

p5JB
p531, JY

p5JA
p53/22, l X5 l B51, j X5 j B53/2. Thus

the allowed transfer orbital angular momenta arel tr50,1,2.
The l tr50 component is overwhelmingly dominant and pr
vides the peak in the angular distribution at 0° in full agre
ment with Brink conditions@31#. The experimental and cal
culated angular distributions for the reactio
9Be(10B,9Be)10B~g.s.! are presented in Fig. 5. The DWBA

FIG. 9. The dependence of the DWBA differential cross sect
on the cutoff radius. The lines are the DWBA cross sections for
reaction9Be(10B,9Be)10B for different cutoff radii: the solid line is
for Rcut50 fm, the light dotted line forRcut54.0 fm, the light
dashed line forRcut55.0 fm, the light dashed-dotted line fo
Rcut55.5 fm, the dark dotted line forRcut56.0 fm, the dark dashed
line for Rcut57.0 fm. The calculations have been done with t
geometric parameters of the bound state Woods-Saxon pote
r 051.20 fm,a50.60 fm, and optical potential 1. Optical potenti
2 gives similar results.

FIG. 10. The radial behavior of the single particle radial bou
state proton wave functionsrwnXl Xj X

(r ), nX51,l X51,j X53/2, in
10B calculated in the Woods-Saxon potentials witha50.60 fm and
r 051.00 fm, dashed line;r 051.25 fm, dotted line;r 051.50 fm,
dashed-dotted line. The Coulomb radiusr C51.20 fm. The solid line
is the tail bW2hX,3/2(2kYar ) of the bound state wave functio
rwnXl Xj X

(r ) for r 051.00 fm,a50.60 fm, withb52.78 fm21/2. The
other two bound state wave functions are also normalized to
tail.
y

-

calculations have been made for the first two sets of opt
potentials~Table I! found from the analysis of the elasti
scattering data. For both potentials, the agreement of the
oretical angular distribution with the experimental one is e
cellent at forward anglesuc.m.,20°. We note that the mos
important region to extract the ANC reliably is at sma
angles~or cosu;1) where the pole mechanism, Fig. 1, dom
nates. We also note that the calculated shape of the ang
distribution does not depend on the geometry of the bo
state Woods-Saxon potentials.

As noted above, we made calculations at different val
of cutoff radiusRcut to check the peripheral character of th
reaction. The dependence of the DWBA differential cro
section on the cutoff radius is shown in Fig. 9. Calculatio
have been done for both adopted optical potentials 1 an
from Table I. Since the dependence of the cross section
Rcut is the same for both potentials, only the results for o
tical potential 1 are presented in the figure. We see tha
Rcut<5 fm the cross section is insensitive to the variation
cutoff radius, so the contribution from this region is prac
cally negligible.

In Fig. 10 we present the radial behavior of the sh
model bound state proton wave functions in10B calculated
using the Woods-Saxon potential with three different rad
parameters. We see that all of them reach their asympt
form, given by the Whittaker function, forr .4.5 fm. Hence,
when calculating the DWBA matrix element, the bound st
wave function can be replaced by its asymptotic term.
verify this quantitatively, we also determined the depende
of the R function, Eq.~14!, on the geometric parametersr 0
and a of the Woods-Saxon potentials used to calculate
single-particle bound state wave functions. Actually, f
transfer reactions theR function is a functional depending o
the single-particle ANC’s, rather than on the individual va
ues ofr 0 anda. Increasing~decreasing! r 0 and/ora increases

n
e

tial

at

FIG. 11. The upper panel shows the dependence of the extra
spectroscopic factor S for the configuration 9Be(3/22)
1p( j p53/22) in 10B~g.s.! on the single-particle ANCb. The lower
panel shows the extracted ANCC2 of the associated overlap func
tion for the same values ofb. Both calculations have been don
using optical potential 1.
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TABLE II. Dependence of the DWBA cross section andR function on b for the reaction
9Be(10B,9Be)10B~g.s.!. The calculations have been done with optical potential 1 at a scattering angleu50°;
r 0 and a are the geometric parameters of the bound state Woods-Saxon potentials. The Coulomb
parameter is 1.2 fm.

r 0 @ fm# a @ fm# b @ fm21/2# C2 @ fm21# dsDW/dV @mb/sr# R

1.1 0.5 2.50 4.52 52.34 1.35
1.1 0.7 3.12 4.87 117.38 1.25
1.2 0.6 3.01 4.78 107.01 1.30
1.3 0.5 2.98 4.73 104.01 1.33
1.3 0.7 3.61 5.00 201.43 1.18
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the
~decreases! b, while simultaneous changes ofr 0 and a in
opposite directions tend to compensate each other. As
have noted, for purely peripheral reactions theR function
should be constant as a function ofbAalBj B

2 bYalXj X

2 , and for

the ground state transitionb5bAalBj B
5bYalXj X

. By changing

r 0 anda, we changed the values of the single-particle AN
b. For each value ofb, we then determined the empirica
spectroscopic factorS and the ANCC2 of the overlap func-
tion for 10B→ 9Be1p. The results are shown in Fig. 11
Due to the peripheral character of the reaction,C2 changes
by only '10% whileS changes by a factor of 3. The rang
of r 0 ,a represented by Fig. 11 is, in fact, much larger th
typically considered. In Table II, we show the dependence
b, C2, the reduced DWBA cross sections l Bj Bl Xj X

DW , and theR

function atu50° on the parameters (r 0 ,a) in the standard
region 1.1<r 0<1.3 fm and 0.5<a<0.7 fm. The uncertainty
in R corresponding to the relative difference between
central value ofR ~for r 0 5 1.2 fm, a 5 0.6 fm! and the
lowest and highest values for geometrical parameters var
in the standard region is69%. The extracted value ofC4 is
inversely proportional toR, so we assign an uncertainty o
64.5% to our extracted value ofC2 to account for the varia-
tion of R with (r 0 ,a).

By normalizing the calculated DWBA cross section to t
experimental one at forward angles, we find the values of
ANC for the virtual decay10B(g.s.)→9Be1p. The results
for the two different optical potentials are given in Table I
Since potential 1 gave a somewhat better description of
elastic scattering data, we chose to weight its value forC2
e

n
f

e

g

e

e

twice that of potential 2 in specifying our best value, and
assign an uncertainty of65% to our adopted value ofC2 to
account for the uncertainty in the choice of optical mod
parameters. The insensitivity ofC2 to the choice of optical
model parameters is illustrated by the fact that, if we utili
optical potential 3, which clearly provides the poorest d
scription of the elastic scattering data among the three po
tials found and has a much deeper real part than typica
this region, the value ofC2 that we obtain is only;15%
larger than our adopted one.

To estimate the possible influence of multistep proces
we evaluated the differential cross section for the react
9Be(10B,9Be)10B as a two-step process going through e
cited states of9Be at 5/22,2.43 MeV, and 7/22,6.76 MeV,
that belong to the rotational band built on the 3/22 ground
state with Kp53/22. The deformation parameters we
found from the experimentalB(E2) values for 3/22→5/22

and 3/22→7/22 transitions@30#. If we assume that the reac
tion mechanism is described as the inelastic excitation
9Be with the subsequent proton pick-up leading to t
ground state of10B, the two-step cross sections evaluat
within the framework of the on-shell approximation give
correction to the one-step cross section which is about
for each transition. We also made calculations of t
9Be(10B,9Be)10B differential cross section using the couple
channels codeCHUCK @32#, including the coupling among the
three states 3/22,5/22,7/22 in 9Be and the two states 31,41

of 10B with parameters taken from@33#. We find that these
calculations can be reproduced within the framework of
state
he
e
d the
ngular
TABLE III. The measured ANC’sC2 and NVC’s uGu2 for 10B→9Be1p from 9Be(10B,9Be)10B reac-
tions. C1

2 and C2
2 are the extracted ANC’s using optical potentials 1 and 2, respectively, and bound

Woods-Saxon potentials withr 0 5 1.20 fm, a 5 0.60 fm. The uncertainties specified include only t
contribution from the statistics in the angular distribution fits.C2 and uGu2 are our adopted values of th
ANC’s and NVC’s. Their uncertainties include the contributions due to the normalization uncertainty an
theoretical systematic effects described in the text, in addition to the statistical uncertainties from the a
distribution fits.

E* (MeV) j p C1
2 (fm21) C2

2 (fm21) C2 (fm21) uGu2 (fm)

0.0 3/2 4.91~19! 5.35~21! 5.06~46! 0.87~8!

0.718 1/2 1.23~15! 1.34~16! 1.27~21! 0.22~4!

3/2 3.33~17! 3.63~19! 3.43~42! 0.59~7!

1.740 3/2 4.22~33! 4.60~36! 4.35~59! 0.74~9!

2.154 1/2 0.28~ 5! 0.30~ 5! 0.29~ 6! 0.05~1!

3/2 0.80~ 8! 0.87~ 9! 0.82~12! 0.14~2!
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DWBA with an optical potential which includes the defo
mation term. The difference between the coupled chan
cross section and DWBA cross section is about 6%. T
introduces an additional uncertainty of about 3% in the
tractedC2 for the ground state of10B.

Combining the uncertainties inR and our choice of opti-
cal model parameters with the statistical error in the DWB
fit and the additional normalization uncertainty in the da
yields an overall uncertainty for the ground stateC2 of
69.0%. Thus for the ground state decay, we fi
C255.0660.46 fm21. The corresponding value of the10B
ground state NVC isuGu250.8760.08 fm. This result agree
very well with the value of the10B ground state ANC de-
rived from a recent analysis of the9Be(3He,d)10B reaction
@34#. Since 9Be(10B,9Be)10B is the angular momentum
matched reaction the multistep processes should not a
the cross section at small angles@33#.

We have also analyzed the contribution of the differe
reaction partial wave amplitudes. In Fig. 12 we present thl i
dependence of the modulus of the reaction partial wave
plitudes for differentl tr . The contribution to the reaction
amplitude from lower partial wavesl i,16 is practically neg-
ligible due to the strong absorption in the entrance and
channels. We note that the orbital angular momentum of
relative motion of the colliding nuclei iskiRch'16 for the
channel radiusRch'5 fm. We found thatl i.16 are large
enough that the uncertainties in the single-particle poten
have a very small influence on the calculated partial w
amplitudes. However, for these partial waves, rescatte
effects in the initial and final states are still important. On
at l i.25 does the contribution from rescattering beco
negligible, and the partial waves calculated for optical pot
tials 1 and 2 coincide. Thus the contribution of the part
waves between 16, l i,25 produces the difference in th
ANC extracted using the two optical potentials.

For the transition10B(0.718 MeV)→9Be1p, the proton
binding energy in the final state is 5.87 MeV, and the angu

FIG. 12. Thel i dependence of the modulus of the partial wa
reaction amplitudesMl tr ,l f2 l i ,l i

for the reaction9Be(10B,9Be)10B at
different l tr . Herel i andl f are the relative orbital angular momen
of the 10B and 9Be nuclei in the entrance and exit channels, resp
tively. The solid line is forl tr50, l f2 l i50; the dashed line is for
l tr51, l f2 l i50; and the dotted line is forl tr52, l f2 l i522. In the
latter case, the contributions withl f2 l i5 0 and12 are comparable
to the one shown.
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momenta are @30# JX
p531, JY

p5JA
p53/22, JB

p511,
l X5 l B51, j X53/2, j B51/2,3/2. For the transition
j X53/2→ j B51/2, the allowed l tr51,2, and for
j X53/2→ j B53/2, l tr50,1,2. As for the previous case, th
l tr50 component is overwhelmingly dominant and provid
the peak in the angular distribution at 0°. For this transitio
as well as the subsequent ones that we discuss, we
verified that the reaction is peripheral with calculations sim
lar to those described for the ground state transition. T
experimental and calculated angular distributions are p
sented in Fig. 6. The ANC’s extracted using potentials 1 a
2, as well as our adopted values for the ANC’s and the c
responding NVC’s, are given in Table III.

For the10B(1.740 MeV)→9Be1p case, the proton bind
ing energy in the final state is 4.847 MeV, and the angu
momenta are @30# JX

p531, JY
p5JA

p53/22, JB
p501,

l X5 l B51, j X53/2, j B53/2. The allowedl tr50,1,2, and as
above, thel tr50 component is dominant. The experimen
and calculated angular distributions for this reaction are p
sented in Fig. 7, and the ANC’s are given in Table III.

For the 10B(2.154 MeV)→9Be1p transition, the proton
binding energy in the final10B is 4.433 MeV, and the angu
lar momenta are@30# JX

p531, JY
p5JA

p53/22, JB
p511,

l X5 l B51, j X53/2, j B51/2,3/2. For the transition
j X53/2→ j B51/2, the allowed l tr51,2, and for
j X53/2→ j B53/2, the allowedl tr50,1,2. Once again, the
l tr50 component dominates. The experimental and ca
lated angular distributions are presented in Fig. 8, and
ANC’s are given in Table III.

The analysis of 9Be(3He,d)10B~0.718 MeV! @34#
unfortunately cannot be used to extract unambiguou
the individual values ofC2 for j 10B* 53/2 and j 10B* 51/2
since both transitionsj 10B 53/2→j 10B* 53/2 andj 10B 53/2→
j 10B*51/2 give the same angular distributions in th
(3He,d) reaction. Thus, one advantage of using the hea
ion reaction9Be(10B,9Be)10B, compared to9Be(3He,d)10B,
is that we are able to extract theC2 for both transitions
unambiguously by fitting the calculated angular distributio
to the experimental one at forward angles (uc.m.,20°). The
C2 for the T51 excited state atE* 51.740 MeV can be
determined by (3He,d) since a singlej and l in each vertex
contributes to the reaction. In contrast to the very go
agreement that was found for the ground state, theC2 ex-
tracted from the heavy-ion-induced proton transfer react
is a factor of 2 smaller than that obtained from (3He,d). We
note that this excited state is notorious for the differen
found between spectroscopic factors extracted from
analysis of 9Be(3He,d)10B and 9Be(d,n)10B @30#. It was
shown that this difference can be significantly reduc
within the framework of isospin-dependent DWBA@35#.
Whereas the spectroscopic factor extracted from the ana
of the (d,n) reaction remains essentially unchanged in
two approaches, the isospin modified DWBA significan
decreases the spectroscopic factor extracted from
(3He,d) reaction, bringing it closer to the spectroscopic fa
tor extracted from the (d,n) reaction. Since isospins of th
nuclei in the reactions9Be(10B,9Be)10B(1.740 MeV! and
9Be(d,n)10B(1.740 MeV! are identical, we conclude that th
value of the ANC extracted from the reactio
9Be(10B,9Be)10B(1.740 MeV! is more accurate than that ex

-
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1312 56A. M. MUKHAMEDZHANOV et al.
tracted from the reaction9Be(3He,d)10B(1.740 MeV!.

VI. SUMMARY

We have measured the differential cross sections for
reaction9Be(10B,9Be)10B at 100 MeV, leading to the groun
and first three excited states of10B. We also have measure
the elastic scattering9Be(10B,10B)9Be to determine the op
tical potential to be used in the analysis of the proton tran
reactions. Analysis shows that the measured proton tran
reactions are extremely peripheral. Therefore, we were
to extract the ANC’s for proton removal from the ground a
first three excited states of10B. Our primary goal was to
extract the ANC for the virtual decay10B(g.s.)→9Be1p.
Our final result agrees very well with the ANC found fro
the 9Be(3He,d)10B reaction.

We are going to use the extracted ANC when analyz
the 10B(7Be,8B)9Be reaction to determine the ANC’s fo
proton removal from8B: 8B→7Be1p. These ANC’s deter-
mine the normalization of the astrophysical cross section
the 7Be(p,g)8B reaction. The measurements of th
-

,
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a-
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O
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r

10B(7Be,8B)9Be reaction are under way at the Texas A&
University Cyclotron Institute. In addition, the extracte
ANC’s for the virtual decays10B→9Be1p of the ground
and first three excited states of10B will be used to calculate
the direct radiative capture contribution to the astrophys
reaction 9Be1p→10B1g.

We have also shown that heavy-ion-induced nucle
transfer reactions are a very useful tool to extract informat
about the normalization of the tail of nuclear bound st
wave functions in the channel corresponding to proton
moval. Such information can play a central role in calcul
ing the reaction rates for the corresponding direct astroph
cal radiative capture processes.
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